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No. 1 - Scale of E-flat
We hope you remember to play your scales regularly.
Some pupils heave a sigh and say: “What is the use of these scales?”. But
this is not the right way to look at it. The principal need is to improve your
technical ability and scales are a necessary expedient whose purpose is
improvement of your playing-technique.
The pieces of music are gradually growing difficult; and of course, you want
to be able to play them correctly. For this it is important that you
automatically apply the correct fingering in scale passages.
Have a good look at this scale and try to remember which black notes
belong in it: they are e-flat, a-flat and b-flat.

No. 2 - Duvernoy: Study
This is a special exercise to practise playing broken chords, with the right
hand first and then the left. Start practising very slowly using the correct
fingering every time without exception. By so doing your fingers will soon
seem to perform the correct movements automatically.
Your touch itself should be controlled: which above all means even; do not
make slapdash and careless attempts to play as quickly as possible. In the
first 8 bars the left hand is to play more loudly than the right one, which
plays the accompaniment-chords. Try to perform the melody (left hand)
nicely: towards the middle of a slur play a little more loudly and then more
softly again, as the crescendo-symbols indicate.
In bar 9 the accompaniment-figures are played by the left hand; so here
the notes for the right hand should, sound more loudly.
This piece will produce quite a pleasant musical effect when it is played in
quick time, e.g. andante or even more quickly. This of course applies to the
full beats; each note of the melody should last as long as a step. This quick
tempo is not possible, however, until you can play the accompanimentfigure correctly! For the time being you had better play it a lot more slowly!
Remember to play bars 1 to 8 immediately following on from bar 16, since
it says: “D.C. al fine” i.e. “Da Capo al fine”, which means: from the
beginning until ‘fine’ (the end). This word is written at the end of bar 8.
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No. 3 - Rameau: Minuet
This minuet should be played very subtly and lightly, but distinctly. The
right hand plays legato, but the left one portato, so that there should be a
short interruption between the notes (in the left hand only). Because of this
difference in articulation the notes of the left hand come out more clearly
so that the whole piece acquires a lively character. This minuet should be
played in a fairly quick tempo.
While playing the quick passages in this piece remember to make big finger
movements. After striking lift the fingers up high. Do not allow your fingers
to slither over the keys since your playing might then become indistinct,
because several keys would be kept half-way down at the same time.

Phrase-lines
Instead of slurs phrase-lines are often used to indicate the divisions
between musical sentences. You will see them at the end of bar 4, bar
12, etc. In these places you should make it clear by a very short
interruption that one sentence is finished and another one is beginning.

At the time Rameau was alive, hardly any instructions for performance were
written down by composers. Such details were left to the player. In this
piece you might vary the volume of sound e.g. by playing one phrase more
loudly than the following one, so that a sort of echo-effect is achieved. Just
try!

No. 4 - Sweet and low
This piece has quite a different character; it should be played softly and
fluently, in a quiet tempo with a rocking effect. Do not play all the notes
equally loudly. In bar 4 e.g. the notes on beat 2 should be played
considerably more softly than the ones on beat 1. In the two last bars you
should play more and more softly, while you might also play a little more
slowly. The melody should always dominate.
Once you can find the notes and are able to listen carefully to your own
playing, you will also be able to feel where a crescendo or a decrescendo,
is required in the music, and put them in as you think fit.
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In bars 9 to 12 you should check carefully exactly which notes are written.
It is advisable to play a passage like this with your right and left hands
separately a number of times. When playing the broken chords of the lefthand part keep your wrist relaxed.
Before we finish this lesson, we should like to remind you to play without
using the right-hand pedal!

Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683 - 1764)
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No. 1 - Scale of E-flat
Scale of E-flat in contrary and similar motion.

No. 2 - Schumann: Short Piece
This piece is from a collection of piano-pieces for young people (Pianoforte
Pieces for the Young 1). This does not mean, however, that they are
‘childish’ pieces. On the contrary! They are often played as an extra at
recitals.
The bass counter-melody should sound a little more loudly than the
auxiliary accompaniment note (mostly g).
The timing is quite simple.
The point is to play this piece simply but with feeling. Not too quickly (non
allegro = not too quickly) but softly and all the time shading the volume of
sound. Next to the first stave is shown how you should play crescendos and
decrescendos to make it sound interesting. You will see that here again the
rule applies: when the melody ascends gradually play a little more loudly
and when it descends play more softly.

Phrasing
Pay special attention to the phrasing. When singing a song, you will
generally do this correctly automatically by considering the text while
breathing, so that the sentences are separated by short breathingpauses.
Your playing should give the same impression; you should therefore take
your fingers from the keys for a short while before starting a new phrase
(in this case recognizable by the slur).
So, play as you would sing or, even better, hum the melody and try to
play it the same way.
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No. 3 - Schytte: Etude
In this study the right hand plays staccato-chords.The hand hinges from
the wrist.

The left hand plays quick, even passages loudly and clearly. In descending
passages, the fourth finger should not strike the key too softly. These
figures should be played evenly, which applies to the rhythm as well as to
the volume of sound. Do not play the triplets too quickly: the three notes
should together last one full beat. Try to tap the time with your foot while
playing: 4 taps in one bar in strictly regular sequence.
When you join up the notes of the figures for the left hand and make the
right-hand chords sound short and lively, you will certainly find this study
a lovely piece.

LUDWIG SCHYTTE (1848 – 1909)
He was a Danish composer and pianist who lived
from 1848 - 1909. He composed among other
things piano-music and many songs.
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No. 4 - Müller: Marcia (March)
This piece should be played in strict and lively tempo. Although you will be
practising slowly in the beginning, you should still play the chords short in
the right way: immediately after striking them (firmly), the hand is lifted
up again. Practise this with exaggeratedly firm movements of your wrist.
Most beginners play this sort of music far too monotonously, so that it
seems dull. Make it a lively piece!
In bar 4 you must start playing legato. When you bring this contrast out
very clearly, it will produce a good effect after the staccato at the beginning
of the piece.
Remember to start the quarter-beat notes not too early, but only just
before the following note. It is the pointed rhythm of these quarter-beat
notes that gives this march such a lively character. In bar 10 you should
change fingers to be able to perform the rhythmical figure for the left hand
sufficiently sharply. It is the same in bar 12. only a bit more difficult. If you
should find it too difficult, you could play these 3 notes with the little finger.

AUGUST EBERHARD MÜLLER (1767 - 1817)
He was a less famous contemporary of Haydn,
Mozart and Beethoven. He composed among
other things music for piano, organ, and flute,
including some simple pieces for beginners.
Only the music of the great masters has survived
from the large amount of good music written in
those days. Among this music which has now
been forgotten there are a great many attractive
pieces which are not less enjoyable than many
works by the great composers.
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No. 1 - Scale of B-flat
Scale of B-flat with 2 black keys: b-flat and e-flat.

No. 2 - Clementi: part of a sonatina
A sonatina is, as you will remember, a piece of music consisting of three
sections the middle section being slow. This is such a slow section: ‘adagio’
means slowly; so ‘un poco adagio’ means rather slowly. Play this piece in
very quiet tempo. It should be performed dolce, which means sweetly and
melodiously.
First try to find the notes of the countermelody in the left-hand part. In the
first 4 bars this is fairly simple: d is the auxiliary note each time. In bar 5
it is a little more complicated, but when you play the part in question
separately, you will be able to hear that all the notes, apart from the g
halfway through the first beat, have a melodic function. So, the g should
be played a little more softly. It is the same sort of thing in bars 9 to 13.
The rhythm of the right-hand part needs your attention, especially in bars
5 to 7 and bars 13 to 15. At first you had better treat these bars as if written
in 4-beat time. Then in bar 5 you play a note of 1 1/2 beats first, followed
by one of 1/2 beat, exactly as in the preceding bars. After that, play the
figure 3/4 beat + 1/4 beat twice.
o not start the note of 1/4 beat too quickly! Pretend that you have forgotten
to play it and just remembered to add it before starting the following note.
For the grace note (b) in bar 15 there is very little time. In the space of one
quarter-beat you have to strike b twice.

Watch out for the indications regarding volume of sound.
‘Dim.’ is an abbreviation of diminuendo and means the same as
‘decrescendo’ gradually more softly.
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No. 3. Etude
The scale of B-flat, which you are learning this week, is put into practice
here, first in the right hand then in the left.
For a change it would be fun to alter the rhythm of these scale-pas sages
into notes of 3/4 + 1/4 beat, as follows:

In this way you will see even better which are the difficult passages and
which are your weak fingers. Do not just notice them of course, but practise
the parts in question often, on their own!
Join up the chords for the right hand in the second part as indicated. In the
last chord in bar 11 (e-flat - g) you only connect the g to a of the following
chord (e-flat - a) in bar 12, beat 1, since e-flat is being struck a second
time.
When you have studied and practised all these difficult passages, you
should of course try to play it as a ‘complete’ piece of music again, so that
all the notes follow each other regularly and without interruption. First play
in a quiet tempo: you could also play a little game with yourself by making
a note of the time you need to play the study correctly and trying to shorten
this time a little each day. You cannot do this, of course, until you no longer
falter at certain passages! The principal thing, however, is, to play
interestingly; even studies.

No. 4 - Darling Nelly Gray
Practise this piece carefully in the usual way. Follow the indicated fingering
exactly and watch out for the continuation dots. Try to join up all the notes
under the slurs.
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The anacrusis, has a note of 3/4 beat + one of 1/4 beat.
In bar 4, bar 8, etc., each new phrase starts with 2 notes of 1/2 beat.
Each time, before you start a new phrase, make a short phrasing-pause.
In bar 4 and bar 8 you can see that the slurs are continued until the last
melody-note and no farther.
The phrasing-pause follows at the end of this melody-note (see the
continuation-dots). So, the accompanying notes do belong to the phrase,
although they are not under the slur.
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No. 1 - Scale of B-flat

No. 2 - Czerny: Etude
In this study a special effect is produced by striking the notes for the righthand half-way through the beats. Because no right-hand notes are played
on the beats and the notes are sounded at a different moment from what
we expect them, they attract more attention than they usually do. They
seem to have an accent, although they are not played any more loudly.
The accents in the right-hand, which are normally made on e.g. beats 1
and 3, seem to have moved to the notes halfway through beats 1 and 3.
Such a shifting of accent is called a syncope.
Syncope
The syncope is a musical effect which has been used in music at all
periods. It is particularly often used, however, in the music of to-day: in
fact, it forms one of the most striking effects in some modern dances
and also in jazz.
The correct playing of a syncope is merely a question of feeling the time.
In this study you can learn it by counting regularly; one-and, two-and,
so that the notes for the right hand are played at ‘and’, half-way through
the beats.
The notes under the slurs should of course be properly joined to each
other; watch also the continuation dots.

No. 3. Gurlitt: Marcia
‘Ritmico’ is written at the beginning of this piece. It should therefore be
played rhythmically and in lively fashion in correct time.
During the first 8 bars the right hand plays the melody, then from bar 9 to
16 the left hand. The left hand should play this part of the piece a little
more loudly since the accompanying chords must not drown the main part.
The melody consists almost entirely of triplets and while practising you
might treat it as if it were in 6-beat time (2 times 3 beats). Eventually,
however, you should count the time in twos, so as to produce a quick
marching-time.
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The accompanying chords on the beats indicate the timing. Play these
chords very short; they should last at the most until the second triplet-note.
So, you press the keys down firmly and immediately afterwards the hand
is lifted up again.

Sforzando or Sforzato
The indication sf (sforzato or sforzando) means, as you may remember,
that the notes in question should be struck more strongly (loudly). Be
careful to have your hands above the correct keys in time so that the
notes are not started too late. You could make the preceding note a little
shorter.

The last-chord (16th bar) clearly tells you that the piece is not finished yet.
Bar 1, which is to follow on, forms a logical continuation of it; actually, a
reply to it. The last chord in bar 8 (Fine) produces on the contrary the real
feeling of a finishing chord.

No. 4 - Pleyel: Minuet
A minuet is often followed by a second section called a trio, which is also in
3-beat time and played in the same tempo. It is usually melodious in style.
After the trio the minuet is played again, as the abbreviation D. C. (da capo:
from the beginning) at the end of the trio indicates. This second time the
minuet is played without repeats.
In this piece there are no phrasing-indications; you should listen and then
decide for yourself where a breathing-pause is necessary. E.g. at the end
of bar 2, bar 4, bar 8, etc. The piece contains only a few slurs showing
chords which should be joined to each other.
In the trio the left hand often plays auxiliary notes, mostly c. These notes
should be played a little more softly. In the 23rd bar the right hand should
do the same.
The fermatas at the end of the minuet and of the trio indicate that a short
pause should be made before beginning the following section (the trio or
the minuet). The fermatas are not beside a note as usual; they are beside
a repeat signature which indicates that they only apply on the repeat.

I.J. Pleyel (1757 – 1831)
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Most of his compositions were soon forgotten, but
he became famous as a piano-maker.

La Salle Pleyel in Parijs
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No. 1 - Scale of F
In the scale of F, you only play white notes apart from one black note (bflat).

No. 2 - Duvernoy: Etude
The first part of this lovely study should be played softly; (dolce means
softly, melodiously). The left hand, which plays the accompaniment
throughout, is to play even more softly than the right hand. The
performance should be melodious (cantabile)* with smooth crescendos and
decrescendos.
In bar 8 the right hand takes a run, as it were, towards bar 9; play this a
little more softly. You could also slow down a little, although this has not
been indicated. In bar 9 the passage which starts is identical to the first 6
bars.
In bar 17 the abbreviation ‘marc.’ (for marcato) is printed, which means
‘distinctly’.
So, this part should not be played ‘dolce’ but in lively style; make the
staccato-notes loud and very short, while the notes with an accent-sign are
to be played even more loudly and sustained.
The passage from bar 21 should, by way of contrast, be played softly, with
a slowly increasing crescendo. Make all these differences of volume very
clear.
After bar 24 you begin again from the beginning and end at ‘Fine’.
Marcato sign
In bar 24 you see a new accent sign:
Notes with this marcato sign:

should be played with more accent than notes with the accent sign:

* Pronounce: cantabile.
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Phrasing Slurs
It sometimes happens that in a piece of music the end of a slur reaches as
far as the beginning of the following one. In no. 2 this occurs a few times.
What is the meaning of this; why is there not one long tie? Well, the ties
indicate a musical sentence, but you should still go on playing legato. There
is no phrasing-pause.
The last note of a sentence is at the same time the first one of the next
sentence. Now play the second phrase for the right hand. You will be able
to hear that the last note (f on the bar-line of bar 5) still belongs to this
phrase but that this f is at the same time the first note of the next phrase.

No. 3 - C.W. von Gluck: Gavotte (from the opera Armide)
This gavotte should sound graceful and cheerful. You can produce this effect
by articulating correctly, i.e. observing all the slurs, small ties, staccatodots and following the indication for the left hand: non-legato. So, the lefthand notes should not be played legato (apart from a few notes which are
connected by a tie); they should not be played as short as staccato-notes
either, but still with a clear interruption between them.
In non-legato playing you should keep your fingers, where possible, above
the keys to be struck (the thumb mostly plays c in this case). Do not lift
the fingers up too high. In this way you will reduce the risk of striking the
wrong key. Practise the left hand several times on its own: strike all the
notes lightly and briefly and do not join them to each other! The notes on
the beats should get a light accent; you will hear that most of the others
are auxiliary notes.
When playing with both hands together you will find it difficult to play nonlegato with your left hand, while playing legato with your right, both hands
tend to perform the same kind of touch. Pay special attention to this.
Through all these contrasts of staccato, non legato and legato this piece
will have a light and delicate character, which is in keeping with the
dominant fashion of that period.
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Phrasing and articulation
Apart from the short ties which indicate legato-playing this piece also
contains long slurs to mark the musical phrases. So here the slurs do not
imply that the notes under these should be played legato. You can deduce
this from the presence of staccato-dots beside some notes under the slurs.
Notes which belong to the same sentence (phrase) in songs and other
simple music are mostly joined to each other by long slurs, for correct
phrasing. But in works which make higher demands on performing ability,
you should work out for yourself whether you have to do with indications
for phrasing, or for articulation.
Some pupils may wonder whether there is a clearly visible difference. Short
ties usually indicate articulation and long slurs may have both functions.
Unfortunately, it is not always clear what the composer means. In such a
case you should act according to your own views, which is another reason
for listening carefully to good interpretations of all sorts of music.

CHRISTOPH WILLIBALD VON GLUCK (1714-1787)
He composed mainly operas. Only 47 out of 107 have come down to us.
Through his later works in particular he became one of the greatest opera
composers.
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No. 4 - Lanner: Die Schönbrunner
The first section gives a syncopated impression here and there. Repeatedly
there is no melody-note on the first beat every other bar. Since notes on
the bar-lines are played with an accent, their absence creates a special
effect. When played correctly the music has a light and airy character.
The easiest way to discover all this is to start with both hands together.
The regular waltz-accompaniment will keep you in correct time.
(Remember to join the bass-note on beat 1 and the chord on beat 2 to each
other in the waltz- accompaniment).
You start with two short notes, which you strike lightly and briefly: the
second one a little more strongly than the first. Then strike the note in bar
1 on the first beat more strongly still. This regularly increasing volume of
sound gives the music some ‘tension’. This third note lasts until beat 2
(Pause). On beat 2 lift your hand up high; in doing so you give the ‘a’ its
correct duration. C on beat 3 should also last 1 beat. In the second bar on
beat 1 the hand should be lifted up again. This way of playing should be
continued until bar 13.
When repeating be careful to play the bars in the correct order. For those
who find it difficult we give the exact order: bars 1 to 16; bars 1 to 15; bars
17 to 33; bars 18 to 31; bars 34 and 35.
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J. Lanner (1801 - 1843)
Joseph Lanner is generally regarded as the "inventor"
of the Viennese waltz. Lanner began his musical career
as a violinist in Michael Pamer's orchestra. In 1818
Lanner resigned and started his own trio, which soon
became a quartet with the accession of Johann Strauss
senior. In the years that followed, Lanner's ensemble
grew into a fully-fledged orchestra. In 1825 Lanner and
Strauss each went their separate ways. Although they
remained friends, they were each other's rivals in
popular dance music. Lanner wrote more than 200
pieces of music, of which his waltzes - including "Die Schönbrunner" - are
the most famous.
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